WHAT ARE NANOBODY MOLECULES?

A Nanobody molecule is about 1/10 the size of an antibody. Nanobody molecules are found in camelids (e.g. dromedaries and llamas).

HOW WERE NANOBODY MOLECULES DISCOVERED?

Immunologist Raymond Hamers came across Nanobody molecules by chance in 1989 at the Free University of Brussels when he and his students found that the dromedary produced an entirely novel, simpler and smaller variety of antibodies. It took fresh dromedary blood, flown in from Mali, and two years for Hamers to confirm this unexpected discovery. Given that llamas can adapt better to our European climate, dromedary blood was replaced by llama blood.

HOW ARE NANOBODY COMPOUNDS PRODUCED?

Llamas are immunized with an antigen, comparable with a vaccination. Within the following six to 12 weeks, the llama produces antibodies from which Nanobody compounds can be made in the lab (no animals are harmed in the process).

WHAT IMPACT DO THEY HAVE?

Nanobody technology is the next generation of antibody-derived biologics and have great potential. They are being developed in various therapeutic areas, including inflammation, hematology, immuno-oncology, oncology and rare diseases.

WHY DO THEY REPRESENT PROGRESS?

Due to their small size and unique structure, multiple Nanobody molecules can be combined to address several disease-causing targets in a single drug molecule. This “mix & match” approach is a unique advantage. Their robust nature and stability allow administration through multiple delivery routes, including intravenous and subcutaneous injection, as well as potentially through the ocular route and orally for local treatment in the gut. Also, Nanobody compounds can be easily and quickly produced.
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